Call for Contributions
Inform the Chair: with the Title of your Contribution
Submission URL:
https://www.iariasubmit.org/conferences/submit/newcontribution.php?event=FUTURE+COMPUTING+2017+Special

Please select Track Preference as SEPYCE
Special track
SEPYCE: Security and Privacy in Computing Environments
Chair and Coordinator: Dr. Woomin Hwang, National Security Research Institute, South Korea,
wmhwang@nsr.re.kr
along with
FUTURE COMPUTING 2017, February 19 - 23, 2017 - Athens, Greece
The Ninth International Conference on Future Computational Technologies and Applications
http://www.iaria.org/conferences2017/FUTURECOMPUTING17.html
Recent advances in computing environment provide users with not only great convenience but also
increased risks that valuable information will be lost, stolen, changed, or misused. Also, this risk extends to
emerging systems of all kinds, including large-scale distributed systems, control systems, and embedded
systems and it encompasses systems with hardware, software, and human components.
Although attacks and defenses have been made for improving traditional security and privacy, the fast
changing computing systems are always new and require research to solve many challenges.
Topics of interest include, but are not limited to:
- Authentication and Access Control
- Cloud/Big data security and privacy
- Computer forensics
- Security architectures
- IoT/Embedded systems security and privacy
- Mobile computing security
- Network security
- Trusted computing
- Runtime attacks and defenses
- Operating system security
- Web security
- Storage Security
- Security and Privacy in emerging computing system
Important Datelines
- Inform the Chair: As soon as you decided and secured the financial support
- Submission: January 15
- Notification with comments for camera-ready: January 25
- Registration: February 5
- Camera ready: February 8
Contribution Types

- Regular papers [in the proceedings, digital library]
- Short papers (work in progress) [in the proceedings, digital library]
- Posters: two pages [in the proceedings, digital library]
- Posters: slide only [slide-deck posted on www.iaria.org]
- Presentations: slide only [slide-deck posted on www.iaria.org]
- Demos: two pages [posted on www.iaria.org]
Paper Format
- See: http://www.iaria.org/format.html
- Before submission, please check and comply with the editorial rules: http://www.iaria.org/editorialrules.html
Publications
- Extended versions of selected papers will be published in IARIA Journals: http://www.iariajournals.org
- Print proceedings will be available via Curran Associates, Inc.: http://www.proceedings.com/9769.html
- Articles will be archived in the free access ThinkMind Digital Library: http://www.thinkmind.org
Paper Submission
https://www.iariasubmit.org/conferences/submit/newcontribution.php?event=FUTURE+COMPUTING+2017+Special

Please select Track Preference as SEPYCE
Registration
- Each accepted paper needs at least one full registration, before the camera-ready manuscript can be included in
the proceedings.
- Registration fees are available at http://www.iaria.org/registration.html
Contact
Chair and Coordinator: Dr. Woomin Hwang, National Security Research Institute, South Korea,
wmhwang@nsr.re.kr
Logistics: steve@iaria.org

